
The connoisseurs’ choice
for a portfolio with Fine French Wines
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Ensuring better returns 
on secure investments

Discerning investors are looking for safer 
investments. With a volatile worldwide economy, 
certain portfolios were not always yielding the 
best possible returns. 

Although fine French wine has always been a 
viable option, it has not always been considered a 
priority investment, therefore overlooked by many. 
But the rewards savoured by just a select few 
are now being internationally promoted and 
recommended. As the returns are being highlighted 
as one of the safest* commodities, NOW is the 
absolute time to reap the long-term rewards.

“Wine is no longer an object 
of enjoyment – it is now a serious

 investment commodity.”
Credit Suisse - 22.11.2013

The Bordeaux Index returned 14pc in the first six-months of 
the year compared to the FTSE100 return of just 1pc. 

*  Investments can go down as well as up
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For more information on how to improve your portfolio visit:
www.thefrenchwineexchange.com

The French Wine Exchange has an international 
portfolio of clients and corporations ranging from 
investment banks, private funds, private investors, 
high net worth individuals, professionals and 
corporate executives.

Whether including wine within an investment 
portfolio or as a new investor seeking advice and 
professional direction, the team at The French Wine 
Exchange are experienced brokers, who have many 
years trading expertise in the City of London.

Guided by international experts such as 
‘The Million Dollar Nose’ Robert Parker Jr. 
The French Wine Exchange has established itself 
based upon satisfied clients who are already 
benefiting from strategic advice and improved 
returns on their investments. 

“We offer our clients a ‘transparent’ service
whereby the portfolios are in our clients’ companies or personal names.

They have control over their investment and when they would like to sell and to whom.”

The French Wine Exchange

For more information on how 
to improve, your portfolio contact:

0203 102 26 25
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The French Wine Exchange are full trading 
members of Liv-ex (London International Vintners 
Exchange). We offer a free exit strategy for all 
of our clients and help existing wine investors 
liquidate their portfolios for a maximum fee of 10%. 
Our clients will have access to live market feeds, 
ensuring you have full transparency at all times.

We do stock En Primeur wines. En Primeur or 
“wine futures” as its also known as, is a method of 
purchasing wines early while a vintage is still in a
barrel, offering the customer the opportunity to 
invest in a particular wine before it is bottled.

Following Hong Kong’s abolishment of their 110% import duty on alcohol in 2008, we saw the top five 
brands of Bordeaux wine soar in value, some reaching peaks of 300% in one year alone. 

With the Indian government close to significantly reducing their own import duty, we will see the 
floodgates open to India’s wealthiest. As demand for fine Bordeaux clarets already far exceeds the 
finite amount produced, the introduction of these Indian connoisseurs will only push wine prices higher. 
Consequently, investors, in our opinion will surely be able to look forward to a healthy double digit 
return. This is a conservative view, bearing in mind that the population of India is almost one hundred 
and fifty times that of Hong Kong. It is therefore no surprise that Liv-ex (London International Vintners 
Exchange), the wine markets equivalent to the FTSE index, is predicting returns of 17.6% compound 
annual interest over the next five years.

Our View

En Primeur

“Since 2001 the fine wine 
market has outperformed most 

conventional investments including 
Equity, Oil, Gold and Property.”

Financial Times
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For more information on how to improve your portfolio visit:
www.thefrenchwineexchange.com

Reasons Why Top Investors 
Choose The French Wine Exchange

Recommendations are based upon advice from 
international and leading wine experts, such 
as Robert Parker Jr. acclaimed wine critic. 

Robert’s methods and scoring system, ascertain the 
wine market investment guidelines. The French Wine 
Exchange will only invest in wines given a 90+ rating. 

With an extensive database of wine brokerage 
contacts, our clients are offered the best possible 
investment opportunities. 

• Excellent advice sourced from experts within the 
wine industry. Especially Bordeaux wines and 
including Chateau Lafite Rothschild. 

• Access to outstanding wine investments 
including En Primeur.*

• All wines are kept in optimal storage conditions; 
perfect temperatures, and correct environment.

• Consideration for all transportation issues and 
correct method of movement between France 
and secure bonded facilities.

• There is no minimum investment and clients are 
not tied into strict duration terms.  

• The French Wine Exchange will advise as 
appropriate to the investment level, carefully 
monitor clients portfolios and account, whilst 
also gauging market trends.

• All clients’ investments are traceable.
Professional Advice – Monitored Accounts – Transparency

The French Wine Exchange’s Commitment to Clients
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Benefits of Choosing Wine 

Compared to Other Investments

With the correct approach and establishment 
of your portfolio, there are strategic benefits by 
choosing wine investments compared to other 
commodities such as crude oil, gold etc.

• If a particular bottle of wine is not a wasting 
asset, then any gain accruing on its disposal 
may be exempt from Tax if the disposal 
proceeds for the set do not exceed £6,000.

• We always recommend you seek advice 
from your tax consultant on all capital 
gains tax affairs.

• 100% tax-free tangible asset that can be 
sold at anytime.

• By analysing the market for the last two 
decades, there is clear evidence that wine 
investments have evidence of low risk and 
offer the benefits of a stable market.

• Investments are Government bonded       
and insured.

• Investors in fine wines are enjoying 10% 
annual returns from 2007-2013 compared 
to the FTSE’s 0.03%.

• Fine wine works on the golden rule of 
supply & demand. The more it is consumed, 
the rarer the asset becomes.
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For more information on how to improve your portfolio visit:
www.thefrenchwineexchange.com

“The French Wine Exchange’s
expertise will give you the maximum 

profit possible and security
for your investment.”

Joe Williams – Senior Director

“Morgan Stanley has a new report out that 
suggests that last year, the global supply of 
wine only just exceeded demand, and at the 
current pace of production, a global wine 

shortage will soon be upon us.”
Forbes – 10.20.2013

Ensuring your portfolio 
maximises its potential return on 

your investment...

Clients benefit from a full range 
of services from initial advice to point 

of sale, if or when required.

The French Wine Exchange
monitors world-class wines and 

especially the leading opinions of 
international wine experts.

“ You should stockpile wine now to avoid 
paying through the nose for it later. ”

Forbes – 10.20.2013



3 Queen Street
Mayfair, London 

W1J 5PA

T: 0203 102 26 25 
E: info@thefrenchwineexchange.com
www.thefrenchwineexchange.com

“If the Euro collapses 
investors will move into fine wine.”

Harpers Magazine


